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Lescarbanlt's allege,] observation of March 26, 1859, is c
h M L is i , N , 1-248 ot tli Vsti niw 1, \ [ lU
ter states that on that day he was observing, with a view of determin-
ing the relatne intensities ot tin; dim-rent parts of the disc, at San Do-

l?* 1 42'" to lh
] T»» S. Dora, mean solar time. A

difference oi -- of the spot should have been at l
h

6m at St. Domingo. At J
1
' I 7<" i!

j v have been
on the sun's dis, f,,r twelve minutes and would in that time have trar-

aserta he must have seen such a spot
had it been tin-re. He i ;, a p ianet as tne one sup .

posed would be easily seen during a large part of its orbit, by the tele-

^<>P;'- and often by the naked eye of an observer within the tropics.
As the planet has not been thus seen he does not believe it to exist.

V. BOOK NOTICES.

Prof. Agassiz on the Origin of Species.

1. Contributions to the Natural History of the United States; by
L. AoAssiZ.-The third volume of this work, now in the press, will ap-
pear shortly We copy from the adva. J, paragraphs"'

-' ^ ' -
-••-

.<
'

in consequence of the publication of Darwin's book on that subject.

Individuality and, Specific Differences among Acalephs.
The morphological phenomena di.cu-d m ti „. ,„-., ,.. lni ,v section nat-

ind of the extent and im-
portance of specific differences among the Acalephs. A few

- -
orders classes, and any other more or less compreh

lone had a real c in nature. Whether the
ed in the first volume of this work (p. 163), where I showed 'that species

genera, families, i

-™ „puu tu» pumi among scientihc men, is not for me to say; bul

whatever be the cause, it is certainly true that, at the present dav, the

numoerot natura
,-

•

is ffreat|j
mcreased. Darwin in his recent work on the "Origin of Specief," hi
aiso clone much to shake the belief in the real existence of species, bui
ine views he advocates are em

; ;il ,s0 t have attein pt-

^establish. For many years past I have lost no opportunity of urg-

pecies have no material existence, they yet exist

i categories of thought, in th<
- "" 1 branches of the an

i

#

contrary, is that species, genera, fam

TT^T6 j .
' lIUU£^ »» tae same way as genera, families, <

fCl2d
":itT [^ animal k-^m.

g
Darv'-

do not exist at all and are altogether artificial, differing from ot

»*IZ$T**' *" hfinS originated from a successive different!
primordial organic form, undergoing successively such chanra
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id still farther

svas produced

ti has existed or exi.-ts in \\ In 'j.m i ..„i' • i:> lt «'th these views. 1

on the contrary, at all the natural divisions in

nimal kingdom ai different late-
" characters, and that a"

.

i.

plans of structure, and for that very reason have embraced from the be-

bich there could be no community
1 "iuin

: thai .!..--. are founded upon different modes of e.v

and therefore they also embrace representatives which could
have no community of origin,; that orders represent the different degrees
of complication in the mode of execution of each class, and therefore em-
brace representatives which could not have a community of origin any
more than the members of different dames or bram esj
are founded upon different patterns of form, and embrace representatives

if *igin; that gene;

ng repre

, species are based upon relations ami pi

as all the preceding distinctions, the idea of a c(

As the commi
lifferent categoi

hey cannot be the result of a gradu

s themselves. The argument on whiematerial differentiation of the objects

founded may be Bummed up in the following few words:
Species, genera, families, <fcc. exist as - :i * facts. It

rk work, (p. 137-168),

,,ne have a definite- material exiM-

thev are. tor the time being, the bearers not only of speoi-

.: ,; teatisres in which animal life is

'

ot ^ganic life.

arguments presented by Darwin in favor of a universal deri-

w primary form, ofafl tJ - now among

p i'ave not made the dig a»»d, dot
moclibed in any way the view- 1 no I m*7 Wriy

_. plis allnd, ! to above as eontaii

evidence of their correctness, and 1 > . e argument,

T

lc" see"is to leave the question where I have placed it.

omeioB of ideas in the general

- so often repeated lately. If species

nutation theory maintain,

duals alone exist, how can the differ-

.

at'oii3 among - ways amoug themselves,
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'^'Ii 11 li\ 'I' t i- i list i] t being, has a definite course to run from the

time of its first formation to the end of its existence, du
never loses its identity nor changes its individi

'

:_ j :

egories of relationship which constitute specific or generic or f

ity, or any other kind or degree of affinity. To prove that s,,

should be proved that individuals born from common ancestors changt

the different categories of relationship which they bore prhni'u
another. While all that has thus far been shown is, that there exists aeon-

random, as affording the m< .„,,;' .1,-,, nhin- . itisfactorily a.., ~r -

.-
'

' '• : :- '.-.' >:
, .

•

.
.

- . .

- to describe a species, and that the more complete
are, the more precise appear the limit- uhi.-h - pa,;- -peci.-s. Surely

the aim ot science cannot be to furnish amateur zoologists or
1 -ntification of any chance specimen thai

into their hands. And the dirhYn ,, meet in :.t-

cies do not exist at all, as long as most of them ca
such, almost at first sight. I foresee that some convert to the

I will at once object that the ciesmayta
»hed ,s no evidence that they were not derived from --

It may be so. But as long as no fact is adduced to show thai
well known species among the many thousands that are buri« 1 n I

the parent of any one of

he species now living, such arguments can have no weight; and thus far

on theory have failed to produce any

1
istt ad of facts we are tn ated with marvelous bear, cuckoo,

Credat Juda Apella!
Had Mr. Darwin or his followers furnished a single fact to show that

- change, in the course of time, in such a manner as to produr
at last sp.viv.-s different from those known before, the state of the cas

might be different. But it stands recorded now as before, that the an

n to the ancients are still in existence, exhi
the characters they exhibited of old. The geological i

all its imperfections, exaggerated to distortion, tells now
irom the beginning, that the supposed intermedia*- f«

merely in supj:

by fact, however plausible it may appear, can be admitted in science.
It seems generally admitted that the work of Darwin is particularly

remarkable for the fairness with which he presents the facts adverse to

his views. It may be so ; but I confess that it has made a vei
impression upon me. I have been more forcibly struck by bia
to perceive when the facts are fatal to his arguue
else m the whole work. His chapter on the Geological Record, in P»

r
'
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beginning to end, as a series of illogical de-

ions of the modern results of Geology and
i misrepresentations

gy. I do not intend to argue here, one by one, the questions

he has discussed. Such arguments end too often in special pleading, and

the subject may readily perceive where the truth

h the geological record itselt. But

^iHv'tlie .Miction at issue is chiefly to be settled i>;

Je ice. ami 1 haw devoted the greater part of my life to the special study

Is, t wish to record ray protest against his mode >

this part ot" the subject. "Not only does Darwin never perceive when

the tacts an- fatal i<> his view-, but when he has succeeded by an ingen-

; -:;> <m.-•iimh.ciit.iun in overleaping the facts, he would have us believe

that be has e or changed their meaning. He

w.-uKi thus have us b, neve that there have been periods dun;

all that had taken place during other periods wa-

Wlelyto* . form between the fossils

lunnd in successive deposits, for tie- origin ot which he looks to those

m:--:iii: links; whilst every recent, progress in Geology shows more and

m « fall] \a
;

;
'

\
vllk'h

t'-u'in the crtK. ot our earth.— lb' would have us

hu,' disappeared before those were preserved, the remains of which are

It is tin. , he explains theii a ». tic. b\ tin siij

delicate to be preserved ; but an\ u

em to base left, at least. traee> of the;

.us roeks, had they ever existed^ at

believe that the oldest organisms t'

exiimt in «• s<>me of ihtin more

favored descendants gained over the m&joritj

' - • . " :
'

'

' '
.

'
'

.
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geological deposits took place during the periods of subsidence ; when it

CM
'

! i; -" ^n.,.k't. 1 r. I.at L m „nl\

ass. In this part of tin
-

nds from the Atlantic Stat.- t- tin- ;,, ,. L ..f the

* waves. Origin of Species, p 290.-He
moat perfect organs of the body of

-

'' "' -' ^ • - - ..,.-,,.,.:
, . :

have us believe that the geogi

''-""• cr,-.iulitv. a», ,-,.i|. ,,,.,], ,,, ,h, tau- d

"""^^'"tj.huvhis opinions .,l )(1V Hlh. records of an

,

U lS ll '" "" -
'

niiilat.-d l.v rrmvJs of H tli m Id -
' -

,' /;""' '

M| " " ll " -"'i- ik< in d.-tail tl, nnmt, \ wl '

ehwlosl »igh! of the .. re8 and *•

,- I, r.,rivsp„i 3 ding to tin- .n-ntal «]>-

beino^nl
'"

!

'
! " "» « t"inkiD*

• «»> "the. 1,.m, than that th^ ouc ll.eir

fence; and no theory that overlooks

to look upon the idea of creation, that

oS ; f

out a thought

• . -
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quence of the working of some "bundles of forces," about which they know
nothing themselves. And yet such men are ready to admit that matter

is omnipotent, and consider a disbelief in the omnipotence of matter as

tantamout to imbecility ; for, what is the assumed power of matter to pro-

duce all finite beings, but omnipotence? And what is the outcry raised

against "those who cannot admit it, but an insinuation that they are non-

compos? The book ot Mr. 1 >urw'm is free of all such uncharitable senti-

his mistake lies in a similar assumption that the most complicated system

of combined thoughts can be the result of accidental causes ; for he

ought to know, as every physicist will concede, that all the influences to

which he would ascri ieiital in their veiy

!, and he must know, as i very naturalist f

progress of science does know, tl ings which live now,
and have lived in former geological periods, constit

intelligibly and niethodieallv combined in all its pai

must know in particular, that, the animal kingdom is built upon four dif-

the reproduction and growth of ani-

mals takes place according to four different modes of development, and

plana of Btrscttfre, and these four

modes of development, are transmutable one into the other, no

j q of specie* The fallacy of Mr.

:v of die origin of species by means of natural selection,

aced in the first few pages of his book, where he overlooks the

difference between tl. \ Imiin md deliberat lets of sel tioi ijmli 1

iv by man to the breeding of domesticated animals and the

the state of nature. To call these influences " nat-

i
The oondrtkma nndef

wl
1> tli''} lmn pro, ,i , tin desired icmi ts. S ieetion implies design

;

the powers to which harwiu refers the order of species, can design noth-

ing- Selection is no doubt the e>seutial principle on which the laising

•und-d, and the subject of breeds is presented in Us fuo

» ..f raising breeds by the selection

sui-jrets, is in no wav similar to that which r. u

differences. Noddic- is more remote fr the t

*'ldones. Did thore exist such a parallelism, as harum n

'" -I.... -,-,,,,.. •
.

.

. ., .- :

;
;

ences among wild species, and afford a clue to d ;

degree of affiniu bv a comparison with the pedigrees ot w,

.: :

genera now liviim- \, « 'lei am • ne lamiii ir with the fossil species of

the genera Bos and Cards, compare them with t i <-s t our cairl, md
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breeds, and the cause or causes to which wild animals owe their specific

differences.
,

It is true, Mr. Darwin states that the close affinity existing among an-

imals can only be explained by a community of descent, and he goes so

far as to represent these affinities as evidence of such a genealog

at I apprehend that the meaning of the words he ifces nas

ef that he had found the clue to phenomena

which he does not even seem correctly to understand. There is nothing

parallel between the relations of animals belonging to the same genus or

the same family, and the relations between the progeny of common an-

cestors. In the one case we have the >' '?w reg"

ted with reproduction. The most

or the different specie*

, e different gene°ra of one and the same natural family,

embrace representatives which at some period or other of their growth

yet we know that they are only stages of development of different species

distinct from one, another at every period of their life. The embryo of

our common fresh i if picta, and the embryo of our

snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina, resemble one another far more than

the different species of Chrysemis in their adult state, and yet not a sin-

gle fact can be adduced to show that any one egg of an animal has ever

produced an individual of any species but its own. A young snake re-

semble? a young turtle or a young bird much more than any two species

of snakes resemble one another ; and yet they go on reproducing
A

kinds, and nothing but the" o that no degree of affinity, hovv-

>ui- science, be urged as exhibiting

, while the power that impartedany evidence of community of descent,

all their peculiarities t<> the the species

side by side, could tfa similar relations,

and all degrees of relationship, to any number of other species that have

existed. Until, therefore it can be shown that any one species has the

ability to delegate - iea ami relations to any other

species or set of species, it is not logical to assume that such a power

inherent

"We must look to the original power that imparted life to the first being

for the origin of all other beings, however mysterious and inaccessib e

of 8[ieck'9,or, what i* si

nominal priority. Such
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the modes by which nil this diversin has been produced may remain for

us. The production of a plausible explanation i- no explanation at all, if

it does not cover the whole ground.

All attempts to explain the origin of species may be brought under two

categories: viz. 1st, some ' all organised beings
•

:

it is to eay, endowed B i
ichr existence

*ith all their characteristics, while '2d, others assume that they arise

spontaneously. This classification of the different theories of the origin
"" *\»''-h'*. may appear objectionable to the supporters of the transmuta-

>e between their Hews
ik ma\ ha\e arisen spontaneously. They differ

'><,'• in the modes bv which the spontaneous appearance is assumed to
he effected; some believe that physical agents may so influence organ-

- as to modify them—this is the view of DeMaillet ami the
1 reation ; others believe that the organized beings thetn-

g their mode
of life, etc., this is the view of Lamarck ; others still assume that ani-
mals and plants tend necessarily to improve, in consequence of the

•-. in which the favored races are supposed to survive;

iew lately propounded by Darwin. I believe these theories

the fete of the theory of spontaneous genera-
"<1, as the facts of nature shall be "confronted more closely

*ith the theoretical assumptions. The theories of DeMaillet. ( >keu,
and Lamarck are already abandoned by those who have adopted the

n theory of Darwin : and unless Darwin and his followers

diowing that the struggle for life tends to something beyond
•Aistenceof certain imlb iduals over that of other individ-

ual the\ are following a shadow. The asser-
tion of Darwin, which has crept 'info the title of his work. is. that fa-
ired races are preserved, while ail his facts e- onlv to substantiate the

f
Se

]

rtl0Ib that : Vl , ., l„;U er chance in the struggle

-the.s. But who has ever overlooked the fact/

'

^ber Darwin nor an, :, .ingle fact to show
"ii divei-qn-.- ''['he criterion of a true theory consists in

hat,mIgh t account for the divcrsiD of speci, s ,pnte , s w e ll, if not bet-

^^Darwin-spre.rvatio, ,,t favo, ra - Tl It' n - « !d

-ve that they agree with the facts of Nature. It might be
stai o, that u>\ < priiuarx Icing contained the possi-

of an

SOf
.

a11 tll0Se that havP follow .J, in the same manner as the egg

'id only remove the difficulty one step further back. U
nothing about the nature of the operation by which the

ge is introduced. Since the knowledge we now have, that similar



metamorphose*

factory explana

in such peculiarities as relate to tl iivid tlit\ The great defect in

any statement respecting the features that constitute individuality.

Surely, if individuals may vary within t(„. limits assumed by Darwin, he

was bound first to show that individuality does not consist of a sum of

hereditary cliaracteristi - - m .in d with \ i de elements, not necessa-

rily transmitted in their integrity, but only of variable elements. That

onograph of

Itil'lilvn^iha

! types of the animal kingdom upon which minute ,

gh a series of

features of the adult;

that in this n ocea of sex may very early become

distinct; and that all this is aecompii-hed in a

1111
• * urcmely short, indeed, in comparison to the immeasurah

!'• mured by Darwin's theory to produce any eh i;

yet ill this takes place wi( ,i | \ u o

able to the maintenance of the type. A\ hatevvr minor differences nia.v

exist hetween the products of this succession of generations are ail

\nr,y„l„„l prru/ian/;,,, m no way co t ,i,ee tt,l ..

s. and therefore as transient a- the individuals; while the

era an fore?ei fixed. AaJngla example will prove tfc»

All the robins of North America now living have been for a -

the Hist time made known that sp,<<-ies mi ,j,'r the name of Turd us

migratorius, and not one of the specimens observed by Liuna
> was alive when the I'ilirrims «,f the Mayflower first set fee!

upon the Rock of Plymouth. Where was the species tH !

where is 'it now.' Certainly nowhere but in tie

inu>t be eitie-r a male ,,,• a t'emaie. a«, i'n.e th -:>• i- - : n< ' i» M" 11
'

theni. foi tii -p >, . \hibits it. p. , in mti s m it. mo !

its nest, in its L.g^s. in its vounrr. as much as in the appearance of the

adult; not ii ,, district, for the geo-

its specific characters.* A species is only known when its whole history
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that history is recorded in th

als through successive generations. 'The same kind o;

H ever) existing sp-eies, and with still
:

reference to those n n to the ancient

Let it not be objected that the individuals of succ

have presented marked differences among themselves;
ces, with all the monstrosities that may have occur

passed away with the indiv

»al peculiarities, and the s|.

]' is itself capable of reproducing its kind, and, perhaps, with all I

intervening phases of an uneoiini production of males and females,

*«t while individ generation after g
Ration, all that is speciiie or generic, or. in one word, typical in them,
tie exclusion of every iudiviihial peculiarity which passes awav w
them, and that, therefore. « hile individuals alone have a material ex
<-nce. species, genera, families. orders, cla^.-s, and brandies of the anin

-"">"\Ku lll} as cat, g,„H., ,t thought m the Supreme Intelhgen

leet here 'i

Individual^,

'
,,f the Ka

for the rtenophorse and

LH.rn from ,-_

ln'»•' the higher an <"/"> or consecutive incii-

Pflrts °f t»e product of a single egg. We have derivative individuals

dJ^ ^ Nudi! "-< ' e«8a Produce si"£lv
'
b

.
v a

obs ?
om Plete segmentation, several independent individuals. \\ e

(Sri'?
* similar phenomenon am "' voting of which

^}piiostoma) ends »ion (Strobila), a

ffj^wW I
We have it also among

^V'J
1

"-
.'
Vlli,:!l produce free Mediae. Next, woiiuht distinguish
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buds from other individuals, and remaining connected with them. This

. ..

sav iuteiiiionallv in the immovable ones ;
for, in the movable

of complex individuality may be applied to it. In complex n

a new element is introduced, that is not noticeable in the

The individuals of the community are not only ,

'...." . i
.

:..-' '

As to the specific differences obs< na d an oi <; \' ah pb-, there is as

great a diversity between tbem as between their individuals. /n_f™ e

t\ pes of this class the species are

ing to one and the same specie

and exhibiting hardly any difference among themselves except s

arises from aire. This identity of the individuals of one and tho .---

species is particularly striking among the < 'telephone. 1

all hermaphrodites. In the Discophonc proper a somevJ
'

versity prevails. In the first place we n<>tiee male and fen

als, and the difference between the sexes i- q

among them, in the normal number of their parts ;
their I

ing frequently of one or two spheromeres more than usu

rear, the same Discophorae reappear upon our shores v..;

range of differences among their individuals. Aimm- 11;

morphism prevails to a greater or less extent, besides the

arising from MX. Few species have only one kind of individuals. >.

the cycle of h - mbraces two d

viduals, one recalling the peculiarities of comim
thos, ot Medusa ; but even tin Hydra tvp« ot on. md the ><aniyr

a larger number of heterogeneous Hydne. And this is e.pia J _
though to a less extent, of the Medusa type. Xel among SipoOOOjj ^
there are generally at least two kinds of Medusae in one an^

^
same community. But notwithstanding this polymorphism amol%

tQ
_

individuals of one and the same community, genetically connecl*^
gether, each successive generation reproduces the same kinds o

^

ogeneous individuals, and not I

'deed t°ge
J
b

.

€,
\! :ju.

same way. Surely we have here a much greater div»--'v

als, born one from the other, than f

breeds of our domesti-

• i. main true to their s

and do not afford the -'

Would the supporters of the

the other
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lea of development of the Helminth, the repro-

duction of the Salpse, etc., etc., they would soon learn that there are, in

enomena, strictly circumscribed be-

tween the natural limits of unvarying st>eeics. 1 1 1
•
i ; 1 the slight differ-

ences produced by the into :icated ani-

i -. and. pern ps, cease to be so confident as they seem to be, that

these differences are trusts I y of species.

For my own part I must emphatically declare that I do not know a sin-

• !ing to show that species do vary in any way, while it is

true that the individuals of one and the same' species are more or less

polymorphous. The circumstance, that naturalists may find it dificult

to trace the natural limits of any one particular species.' or the mistakes
they may make in their attempts to distinguish them, has nothing
whatsoever to do with the question of their origin.

fheiv is another feature of the species of Acalcphs winch deserves
'

• be noticed. All these animals are periodical in their ap-

-hort period, in their perfect state of development.

Medusa- make their appearance, as Ephyne, early

their full size. In September and

isappear; the young hatched from

___, . r a short time, and then become at-

tached, as Scyphostomes, and pass the winter in undergoing their Stro-

ma metamorphosis. The Ctenophora? appear also very earl}, and lay

. passing the winter as young, and growing to

ize towards the beginning of the summer. Among the Hy-
!s more diversit\ in their period'n-itv. [Ivdraria'are found

a
1 the year round; but the' Medusa* buds, the" free 'Medusa?, and the

arauee in dirf. rent seasons, in different spe-

M,,ius:e buds and free Medusa or Medusaria
'•: others, and in our latitude this is the ease with by far

mher of the ilvdroids. produce their Medusa? brood in the

• breed later, in' the summer or in the autumn; so that,

h periodical return, Acalephs may

.?'ben considering In, . Iit\ ,nd S, I >iilerenees. as manifest-
«« m the class of Acalephs, I have taken an opportunity

-rounds hou futile the argument-- are upon «:,

- hi. >iv objections to that theory, based chietly upon special

iected v,,]!, the characteristics of classes. If there is any
m 2 striking in the features which distinguish classes, it is the def-

and this definiteness goes

alifieations, as we pass from

characters to those which mark the orders, the families, the

and the species. Granting, for the sake of m
>'d beings living at a latt r |

ei od ma\ ha\e otag i ated by a grad-
nge of those of earlier periods, one of the most characteristic tea-

fall organized beings remains totally unexplained by the various
D SEIUEs, y 0Im XXX, No. 68.-JULY, 1660.



ited, combined with the greatest inequalit

;
and at least three

times their number of Birds and Fishes. There may be twenty thou-

sand JVlollusks ; but there are over a hundred thousand Insects, and only

a few thousand Radiates. And yet the limits of the class of Insects are

as well defined as those of any other class, with the only exception of the

class of Birds which is unquestionably the most definite in its natural

boundaries. Now the supporters of the transmutation theory may shape

their views in wIk to suit the requirements of the

theory, instead of building the theory upon the facts of Nature, they

never can make ii tfio characters of the

class of Birds is the result of a common descent of all Birds, for the first

Bird must have been brother or cousin to some other animal that was

not a Bird, since there are other animals besides Birds in this world, to

no one of which any bird bears as close a relation as it bears to its own

class. The same argument applies to every other class ; and as to the

facts, they are. fatal to such an assumption, for Geology teaches us that

among the oldest inhabitants of our globe known, there are representa-

tives of nine distinct classes of animals, which by no possibility can

be descendants of one another, since they are cotemporaries.

sumption that eith

those of one of the s

should be considered as lineal descendants of a common stock ; for or-

i;ies and genera are based upon different categories of charac-

acters, and not upon more or less extensive characters of the same kind,

as I have shown years ago (Vol. I, p. 150 to 163), and numbers of differ-

ent kinds ot :
- heir appear-

ance simulta
il periods. There appear

together Corals and Echinoderms of different families and of d i 1

1

era in each successive geological form
Bryozoa, Brachiopods and Lamellibranchiata, for Trilobites and the other

in fact for the represents

i

,,f the animal

kingdom, making due allowance for the period of the first appearance

of each ; and at all times and in all c] -Ives of these

dnd* of groups are found to present the same definiteness in

W.-s. the trapjwnutation theory

true, the geological record should e ted succession

of types Wen. -hat through-

out all geological times each period is characterized by definil

types, belonging to definite genera, and these to definite i

ferable to definite ord< re classes and definite

branches, built upon definite plans. Until the facts of Naturet upon definite ph
i been mistaken by ollected them,

«

a different meaning from that now generally assigned to

lem, I shall therefore consider the transmutation theory as a scientific

ustake, untrue in its facts, unscientific in its method, and mischievous
i its tendency.


